BIU NEWS 2012 JULY
WBC IN CHINA

We know that there is a slim chance to make WBC in China. But thanks to
Jason that trying his best to host it in his country.
Dear Jason,

very beautiful place for WBC 2013! Try to your best with this town. Maybe
WBC 2013 will be China and Japan. Can I use your photo for
biketrialitalia.it?

Giuliano

News No. 009 dated 04/07/2012
INFORMATION FROM EBU

Dear EBU members and delegates,

I am sending to you Minutes of EBU Annual General meeting which took
place in Scheibenberg during EBC 2012.

I would like to emphasize that we await your candidates for the EBU
General Secretary. We agreed that all countries will send their proposal
for General Secretary position by 20th of July!

We also agreed that election for this position will be made in Sonico.

Term of this meeting will be coordinated with BIU meeting there and you
will be informed as soon as possible.

Best regards,
Libor Musil
EBU President
Dear friends,

After reading some answers from you I have an additional information
about General Secretary position:

1. Responsibility:
a. Communication with EBU events’ organizers – next
year probably just one event – European
championship (Agenda, EBC Agreement, Starting list)
b. Update of EBU documentation in coo with other
Committee members - we need to change EBC
Guidelines, Agreement, web documents…
c. Issuing licenses from EBU – 5-10 pieces a year
d. Invitation to AGM, Minutes of the AGM
e. Communication with other parties – rarely European
founds, sports organizations, riders, associations,….
f. European media communication
g. Update of www.eurobiketrial.com in coo with our webmaster
2. Qualification, skills:
a. Basic skills in Office and web working
b. English language in upper or intermediate form for
communication
c. BikeTrial praxis as an organizer, delegate, member of
national committee, minder, rider, BikeTrial supporter
3. Expenses:
a. Attendance at one of international events a year –
EBC, WBC, AGM – transport and hotel is paid by
organizer or EBU committee
b. Office costs will be paid according to plan (phone,
office material)
c. Salary according to agreement around 1.500 - 2.000,Euro annually.
4. Application:
a. CV oriented to BikeTrial history
b. National delegate recommendation

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you need more information.

Best regards,
Libor Musil

News No. 008 dated 04/07/2012
BIU SONICO MEETING

Dear Hiro,

about Sonico Meeting:
many delegate in Europe think that Sonico will be a very important
moment of discussion about BIU future. I think one evening in not
enough in this moment and I hope some other Delegate can contribute in
discussion. The first thing that I ask you is to give us the possibility to
insert new themes in the “Order of the Day” of discussion our proposal. If
the discussion is not a discussion is not necessary open the meeting. If
the discussion is not a discussion I don’t feel necessity for me to
participate. Can I send you my proposal for Meeting? What is the system
for vote and approve the proposals?

Thank you very much,
Giuliano
Dear Giuliano,

Please do not rush. I just finish entry thing and now penalty formula
should be perfect. I found some mistakes in Catalonia and Spain entry
that they use their alphabet. In our rules, we should only use English
alphabet for all names. I have to check and modify them but it takes much
time now because I already made up 3 versions for each round.

ELECTION:
As I sent the information about our election. I will wait for the proposal

for the BIU president. The deadline is 15.July. we should wait till it closed.
Normally we send the proposal to our general secretary. But I am not
sure if Rafa or Josep take the post from Marius. I never get any mails
from Rafa since he became the representative of BUE. So this time we
have not much time to do and I have decided to receive it. It is a solution.
We will make election in Sonico on 3/August. In the beginning of the
meeting.

SONICO MEETING:
The major items are in the below list. I will arrive on 31/July there in
Sonico. So from 1/Agust, we can have pre-meeting for some hours in
Sonico. That is better just one meeting on 3/Agust. You can send your
proposals to me. But not too much please. We have limited time. We can
discuss most thing by e-mails till decide in November.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro,

I don’t want give you rush. Make your job with calm and with all time you
need. You can reply my when you want. But the 4th of August for me will
be a very important date. As you know this time is carrier of changing.
Good times or bad times. Depend from us. This year we have more
changing that in the last 20 years. During 2011 – 2012 one time like one
month is the same that one year or 3 years in the past. I ask you to hear
me because in 2012 we have 14 Nation in WBC but next years I think ….
Maybe 8 or 9; and I think this numbers will be a success. We need change
yesterday not tomorrow! We must change now. In Europe BIU lose pieces
and interest every day. If BIU don’t will accept 3 or 4 important news I
think my feeling with this sport will be finished very soon. BIU is not a
company this is true but organizer don’t can organize a “World
Championship” with 80/90 Riders (I think this number will be here very
very soon … ). 3/4 important news for next BIU not over. But important.

Sincerely yours,
Giuliano
Dear Hiro,

please make a proposal of term we can meet in Sonico. I would suggest
that delegates can meet on Friday morning to start General meeting and
to begin a discussion. Conclusions can be made on Monday in the
morning or Sunday in the evening. During competition most of our
delegates are also team managers, and Jury members and they have to
assist their teams. We have a lot of important BIU topics to deal with and
I think we need more time and concentration and our delegates can
understand it to come earlier and to leave latter. It is very important for
BikeTrial future in my opinion.

Best regards,
Libor
Dear Giuliano,

It is nice to think about our sport organization. The situation around us is
always changing and trying to find the solution is the best thing in any
time. Providing joy of riding to the people makes our sport value higher
and there will be no obstacles on our way to our goal. Let us have good
meeting in Sponico.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro,

please make a proposal of term we can meet in Sonico. I would suggest
that delegates can meet on Friday morning to start General meeting and
to begin a discussion. Conclusions can be made on Monday in the
morning or Sunday in the evening. During competition most of our
delegates are also team managers, and Jury members and they have to
assist their teams. We have a lot of important BIU topics to deal with and
I think we need more time and concentration and our delegates can
understand it to come earlier and to leave latter. It is very important for
BikeTrial future in my opinion.

Best regards,

Libor
Dear Libor,

I think the organizer is very busy on 3/August. We have section approval,
inscription of riders, jury meeting, So I prefer to have Pre-meeting on
2/August to exchange opinions or make final agenda for what we will talk
in Sonico meeting on 3/August. Then we can try to have enough time.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro

We are going to inform you the agenda as follows.
No.

ITEM

SITUATION

1

21 ELECTION OF BIU PRESIDENT

The term of candidacy for the BIU
president is from 2/July to 15 July.
Please send your proposal to BIU
head office in Japan.

2

GENERAL SECRETALY

Since Enric Rubio left BIU, Marius
Molla of BUE carried the post for BIU
and worked for us. He resigned BUU
and Rafa is the representative in
BUE. But we are not sure who is
taking GS post now.

2

CALENDAR 2013 WBC

Please bring your proposal to the
meeting. Up to now we have no any
proposal from delegate. The most
possibility is Japan because I am
involving this project. but it is not
100% sure now. Still needs the
adjustment with people.

3

DISCUSSION ABOUT WBC THIS YEAR
AND THE FUTURE

We should have this discussion to
improve our WBC. For this, we
should have the target and challenge.
For example, how we increase
participants and Nations for WBC?

4

DISCUSSION ABOUT RULES FOR THE
NEXT YEAR AND THE FUTURE

We should not change penalty
system. Just the other system
concerning to organizing WBC from
the next year.

5

OTHER THE ITEMS

In case we need.

News No. 007 dated 04/07/2012
2012 WBC

SOFT WEAR

Daer Jean-Luc, Angel & Giuliano,

I am going to send you the soft wear of WBC. Check it please. Please use it for
your event,

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Thank you very much.
Giuliano
Dear Giuliano,

I found some wrong in the entry from Catalinia. They use spanish alphabet. We
accept only English alphabet. So I will modifiy it tonight and send you
tomorrow.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Ok,

I wait, have a good job.
Giuliano

Dear giuliano,

I will try.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro,

I ask you about “Bid Number”. Rider must have the same Number in all 3
Round of WBC? If yes I suggest you to insert in the File the Bid Number for
each Rider. In the File we don’t see the Bid Number.

Sincerely yours,
Giuliano
Dear Giuliano,

In the rules, only elite has their own No.. The rest do not have it. If you want to
put it I can. In the list, each rider has ENTRY NUMBER (please see the LIST 1,
left side) from 1 to 208. This can be used for bibs. Anther is we van put it from
Pussing to Senior using the number from 50 to up. Because we should keep
Elite numbers.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Ok.
All is clear.
Giuliano

Dear Jean-Luc, Angel and Giuliano,

I am going to send you the modified soft wear “BIU Penalty formula”.
Please use it.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro

ABOUT GROUP E/CONSTRUCTOR

Dear Hiro

- Remember Please that constructor MONTY, builder pays the the annual fee,
and will pay you in the WBC,ok? Exact amount please? Please put MONTY in
the entry list - constructor

Administratio BAC BUE
Dear Angel,

Please check about constructor rules in the ITR art 26. ENTRY 07 Group- E.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear,

BAC, already to cashed the amount of 500 € since more than a month, no
problem. We can give you in the competition from Italy directly to you, or, in
the first competition to sr. kakac?
OK?

Administration BAC BUE
Dear Angel,

No problem. Normally Japan and Spain is the countries made entry for Group
E. But this time BJU is nor more and BCJ is still not ready for this.
Any way, in the first WBC, the jury should check how many brand paid the
entry fee.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
OK, remember MONTY it's from Catalonia..
Thank's

HIRO’S TRIP FOR WBC

Dear Hiro,

Firstly I would like to explain that It is impossible now to ask organizers to pay
flight tickets. Organizers are very important for us. They did not have it in their
budget and in this way I can damage BIU image. There is just one way for me
to find a new sponsor who is able to pay it. EBU is able to do it now but we
also want to speak with BIU delegates about it because there is a gap in WBC
conditions – no money for Presidential work and expenses in the BIU budget.
It has to be improve for the next seasons. Please accept that tickets are paid
by EBU this moment.

Secondly I do not know where is the main reason for less number of riders and
it has to be considered:
BIU/EBU organization is not too “sexy” for riders?
Economic situation globally?
Organizers work?
In my opinion this not problem for not coming it should be even signal for you

to come and finding a way how to improve it.

Thirdly If the main reason for not coming is in your private life than I mean
everybody has to accept it (because it can be happened to everybody) and our
delegates and committees have to take responsibility themselves in this
moment. Problem is that we have got this information at last moment and to
take your position is difficult. Then please reconsider it once more with your
family. For BikeTrial is better you will be here. If not then decision about your
substitute has to be made ASAP. I would like to propose to you to ask Marius
Molla as very experienced organizer and manager to take this position in one
of these events (probably in France). It will be a good substitute in your
position. Giuliano is responsible for the last round in Italy and I do not want to
bear him by another work. A good alternate is also Roger Bäckgren – one of
our mostly experienced officials and very successful national delegate.

Best regards,
Libor
Dear Marius,

I am writing to you because I have a problem about attending R1 and R2 of
WBC this year. Giuliano is not able to work for president in R1. I have no
answer from Kakac for R2. It seems there is no any person who can help this
matter now.

Libor suggested me to ask you to help. I know you are not in BUE or BAC. I
agree that you have enough experience to take the part and lead everyone. I
think the jury can be organized by other officials. Please let me know if you
can take the part. There are not much time left for me before buying my flight
ticket (limit is today 17:00).

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro,

I´m sorry. I do not understand this situation. I do not feel the position of proxy
prezident and lead juror. I have to worry about all Czech team. Please come to

all round as every year. I think the all organizers deserve your participation. I
can´t imagine that I will organized WBC and you would not come.

See you soon.
Best Regards
Radim
Radim,

I do not explaine the situation here. You can check it on BIU news. Your help is
very important. I will try to find the other people for the post. But please take
WBC manager to check and help the events. Okay?

Sincerely yours,
Hiro

THE PLAN OF BIU OFFICIAL FOR 2012 WBC

As Radim wrote that he is not able to accept the proxy president and lead
juror. It is very pity that he cannot help as those posts. We just leave his
name on WBC manager.
ROUND 1 FRANCE
The proxy president: Marius Molla?
The WBC manager: Radim Kakac
Lead juror: Marius Molla?
July 1: France/Jean-Luc Chevalier
July 2: Catalonia/Josep Abant
July 3: Italy/ Giuliano Gualeni
Jury 4: Jury 4: Slovakia/Stefan Pcola
Reserve jury: Sweden/Roger Backgren

ROUND 2 CATALONIA
The proxy president: Marius Molla?
The WBC manager: Radim Kakac
Lead juror: Marius Molla?
July 1: Japan/Fumio Yamamoto
July 2: Catalonia/Josep Abant
July 3: GB/Anthony Rew
Jury 4: Slovakia/Stefan Pcola
Reserve jury: Sweden/Roger Backgren
ROUND 3 ITALY
The president: Hiroshi Hirano
The WBC manager: Hiroshi Hirano
Lead juror: Radim Kakac
July 1: Italy/Giuliano Gualeni
July 2: Catalonia/Josep Abant
July 3: Japan/Fumio Yamamoto
Jury 4: Slovakia/Stefan Pcola
Reserve jury: Sweden/Roger Backgren
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